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A SWEET sparkling wine with intense strawberry jam flavours
An OFF-DRY Sauvignon Blanc Vibrazio style sparkling wine with tropical fruit flavours
This DEMI-SEC drier style Vibrazio rose sparkling wine offers refreshing berry flavours
A crisp tropical style Sauvignon Blanc bubbly with hints of guava, melon and gooseberry aromas
Something quite unique to the SA wine scene. A Prosecco style brut sparkling wine like none other!
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A zesty MCC of 50% Chardonnay, 30% Pinot Noir, 16% Pinotage, 4% Pinot Meunier
This MCC rose offers up the exquisite full rich flavour of Pinot Noir, Chardonnay and Pinotage
This MCC is jewel-like in clarity and offers up notes of white peach and red berries
In 2015, this MCC won The World Sparkling Wine Challenge, beating even Dom P and Cristal
This MCC Rosé with its delicate salmon pink hue imparts a mouthful of black berry fruit flavours
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Blush pink in colour this blend of Shiraz, Muscat Ottonel and Colombard gives a semi-sweet rosé
The small berries give a high skin-to-fruit ratio and an intense colour and flavour spectrum
Fresh raspberries and cherries with a hint of vanilla
Top class… Typical Pinotage floral aromas with prominent red fruit flavours

On the nose, one can pick up sweet muscat spice enhancing rich pineapple and tropical fruit salad
Very rare cultivar with just 77ha left worldwide. Provides an explosion of aroma and flavour

Elegant pear and guava flavours followed by floral notes and delicate stone fruit aromas
The wine is invigorating and fresh. Flavours of honeysuckle and fresh peaches
Packed with stone fruit flavours of apricot and peach, supported by pineapple on the mid palate
Aromas of white flowers, stone fruit, honey. Pear, orange blossom, caramel and spice flavours
From a 1982 planted vineyard. Enticing citrus nose. Intense palate with a very long balanced finish
Lauded as one of the finest in SA. Listed in the 2017 Standard Bank Chenin Blanc Top 10 Challenge

Lots of green pepper and fig aromas infused with some tropical passion fruit flavours
An intense bouquet of passion fruit and melon backed by notes of nettle and fresh green asparagus
The nose reveals vibrant fruit with expressive passion fruit and grapefruit
Tropical style, shaped around the aromas of granadilla, pear and gooseberry
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Made in a lively and fresh style, displaying uncomplicated, but beautifully balanced fruit
Always top-notch! Predominant flavours are those of tropical fruit with herbaceous overtones
Fryer's Cove vineyards, a mere 820m from shore and 20m ASL, translate in to a most unique flavour
Exquisite… Life from Stone derives its name from the incredibly rocky soils in which it is grown

Delicate oak notes followed by prominent citrus fruit on palate
A pale straw-coloured wine with hints of orange blossom and strawberries
Tropical and melon on the nose, combined with butterscotch, crème brûlée and vanilla notes
Luscious peach and guava flavours add to the fruitiness of this elegant wine
Elegant and fruity. The nose explodes with flavours of fresh citrus and orange blossom
Exceptional. Incredibly sophisticated crisp, pale blush wine with outstanding finesse and elegance
Wow! Palate is full, balanced and lingering with a hint of citrus, white chocolate and vanilla pods
How many have you enchanted with your painted lips, mysterious gaze, treacherous smile? Must try
Magnificent… The French oak barrel-fermentation enhances the nutty and citrus fruit flavours

Quirky blend with structure and creaminess. 34% Chenin Blanc, 34% Sauvignon Blanc, 23% Viognier
Sauvignon Blanc based blend exhibiting glorious tropical fruit flavours
A unique 6 cultivar white blend from Elgin vineyard grapes that perfectly complement each other
74% Sauvignon blanc, 24% Semillon. Tropical fruits like pineapple and melon dominate the nose
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Gooseberries, limes and subtle cassis give tropical character. A touch of asparagus delivers depth
An elegant combination of Chardonnay, Chenin Blanc and Viognier with notes of peach and apricot
Unique blend of Sauvignon Blanc, Semillon and Pinot Gris bursts with citrus pamplemousse flavours
Exceptional wine. The best of both, the minerality of Sauv Blanc and the creaminess of Semillon

Offers cherry and raspberry flavours and subtle spicy floral notes on the palate
On the nose you instantly get prominent notes of ripe cherries and dark chocolate
From vineyard blocks planted on Casey’s Ridge. The red fruit aroma will entice your nose and palate
A mid-palate of sweet raspberry and plums complemented by chocolate flavours. Careful oak aging
Gorgeous choice… Rich red cherry plum and pronounced ripe mulberry flavours
Deep, dark, intense colour. Pallet is dense with flavours of mulberry, dark chocolate and berry fruit
A richly layered wine with plenty of backbone and structure. Best enjoyed with a fine fillet
For Merlot connoisseurs… Concentrated black-berried fruit with sweet vanilla hints on a spicy nose

Richly textured with good subtle tannins, ending in a long finish
Finely etched tannins contrast juicy fruit and provide good structure and a layered finish
Deep ruby with red and black berries and cedar with the 'lead pencils' of high quality oak
Ruby colour with a bouquet full of sweet black currants, red berries and a lovely herbal character
Truly classic flavour and aroma with profiles of dark berries and tobacco; well-structured, long finish
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Bliss! A superb combination of dried fruit, especially prunes, berries and spices all in one mouthful
Multiple Award Winner. A prime example of a well-crafted South African Cabernet Sauvignon

Darkest red in colour with plum, violets, cloves and tobacco on the nose
Sweet-fruited nose with loads of berry fruit, pepper and vanilla with subtle hints of ''karoo-bos''
Deep red/purple in colour. Concentrated yet elegant palate with black fruits and liquorice flavours
A superbly ripe complex of plums, blackcurrants and pepper with hints of dark chocolate
Dark ruby with violets, spice, chocolate, peat/smoke and black berry fruit on the nose
Winner of multiple awards. Sweet pomegranate and red cherry fruit palate with a long floral finish

A lovely easy-drinking wine perfect for roast meat or duck
An elegant expression of Pinotage. Notes of ripe, red fruit with floral tones and hints of lavender.
Firm favourite! A full-bodied wine, bursting with cherry and mocha flavours
A new style Pinotage with subtle oak spice, plums, vanilla and a slight smokiness on the nose
Elegant and velvety soft with a rich bouquet so absolutely distinctive of the Pinotage cultivar
Dark chocolate and powerful freshly brewed coffee nose with a hint of mint and baked plums

On the nose it shows delicate red fruit such as cherries and strawberries and just a hint of truffles
An outstanding Newton Johnson creation revealing sweet cherries and a hint of spice
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Brilliant red colour with red berry aromas. Concentrated ripe cherry and cranberry palate
Aged in French Burgandian oak for 9 months. Fresh berries, a slight earthiness and spicy notes

A very quaffable Bordeaux-style blend that’s very smooth and elegant
A red blend with fresh flavours of red berries and cherries, backed by spicy cedar oak
A red blend created to show the fresh, fruity and spice driven flavours of Rhone varietals
A succulent blend of Cab and Merlot. Alluring black and red berry notes and a hint of vanilla spice
Classic Bordeaux-style blend of Merlot (56%) Cabernet Franc (28%) Malbec (10%) Petit Verdot (6%)
A dry red blend wine with concentrated berry, cherry and plum flavours
A classic Bordeaux-style blend in near equal proportions. Quintessential raspberry
Aromas of sweet berries, chocolate and spice are followed by an elegant mouthful of lush black fruit
A classic Cape blend of Cab Sauv and Pinotage, full of ripe blackberries, mulberries and plums
An exceptional blend with Cinsaut included in what is a conventional Bordeaux-style red blend
Encore Maestro, encore! Sensational. 45% Cab Sauv; 24% Malbec; 16% Merlot; 15% Cab Fran

